July 7, 2017

Mr. David W. Grim
Director, Division of Investment Management
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549
Re:

J.P. Morgan Exchange-Traded Fund Trust, et al., File No. 812-14790

Dear Mr. Grim:
On behalf of J.P. Morgan Asset Management ("JPMAM") 1, I write to express our support for,
and encourage the issuance of an SEC order permitting the structure described in the above
referenced Application (the "Application"). We believe the ActiveShares methodology
developed by Precidian offers an effective model for delivering certain actively managed
strategies in an ETF format. 2 The Application is based on Precidian' s ActiveShares
methodology.
JPMAM provides investment management services for 223 mutual funds, closed-end funds, and
exchange-traded funds ("ETFs," and collectively, "funds") in the U.S. (excluding money market
funds), with a total of over $300 billion in assets under management at the end of March, 2017.
JPMAM has a long history of delivering "active" investment strategies to investors who value
hands-on, professional investment management grounded in fundamental research. As you are
aware, only a small fraction (<1%) of the approximately $10 trillion3 that investors have invested
in long term actively managed registered products is delivered in ETF format, depriving
investors of benefits provided by an ETF vehicle (e.g., intraday trading, tax and expense
efficiencies). A key impediment holding JPMAM back from offering more actively managed
ETFs is concern about the potential negative consequences associated with daily ETF portfolio
disclosure, as current regulatory standards require. Daily portfolio disclosure presents two
potential risks for active strategies that could negatively impact both investors and managers:
1) Market participants may use daily portfolio information to predict and "front
run" managers' future trades, thereby decreasing investors' realized returns.
2) A manager's ability to sustainably generate excess returns ("alpha") could be
diminished if proprietary market insights and trading strategies are
reconstructed and potentially replicated by others ("free-riding").
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Until these risks are effectively addressed and mitigated, it will be difficult for JPMAM, and
indeed most active managers, to deliver actively managed strategies more broadly in an ETF
format. In tum, investors in active strategies will largely be unable to benefit from the unique
features of ETF vehicles.
JPMAM believes that, with regard to the products contemplated by the Application, the proposed
methodology offers an appealing solution to address the risks described above, while
maintaining key features and benefits of an ETF vehicle. Nevertheless, we are aware that the
SEC has expressed concerns about a similar structure described in earlier applications. We are
hopeful that the modifications that have been made to the methodology described in the
Application address such concerns.
Some of the SEC's previously stated concerns related to ActiveShares' proposed methodology
include that it: 1) may potentially disclose too much information, thereby allowing some market
participants to "reverse-engineer" portfolios and engage in front running to the detriment of
investors and 2) may offer insufficient information to faci litate effective ETF arbitrage and
support efficient markets. We do not share either concern, as discussed below.
JPMAM believes that it is highly improbable that the portfolios of the proposed funds
contemplated by the Application could be practically and consistently "reverse-engineered" such
that front running would materially harm a fund's investors. The net asset value (NAV) "scaling"
methodology listed in the Application is expected to effectively mask portfolio holdings and
weightings, making it impractical to determine holdings with enough specificity to support either
front-running or free-riding. Given our desire to protect our active strategies (i.e., not offer them
in a fully transparent ETF), JPMAM takes the risks associated with portfolio disclosure seriously
and does not declare lightly that we are comfortable with protections afforded by the proposed
methodology for the funds contemplated by the Application.
JPMAM also believes that the proposed methodology would provide sufficient information to
enable market makers to effectively arbitrage and maintain efficient markets in the funds
contemplated by the Application. Our discussions with ETF trading desks, as well as statements
submitted to the public record as recently as last year by various ETF market participants,
support the view that there is both the ability and appetite from ETF liquidity providers to make
markets in products contemplated by the Application. 4 With two separate data feeds, overseen
by a pricing verification agent, the proposed Verified Intraday Indicative Value ("VIIV") model
should offer a reliable cross-check for ETF traders' internal models. Oversight by a fund Board
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and fund chief compliance officer would further reinforce confidence in the robustness of VIIV
data.
*

*

*

JPMAM appreciates the opportunity to share our perspectives on the proposed methodology in
the Application. We would be pleased to provide further information or respond to any
questions that you may have.
Very truly yours,

I.I /,f/iG
Christopher P. Willcox

cc:

The Honorable Walter J. Clayton III
The Honorable Michael S. Piwowar
The Honorable Kara M. Stein
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